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Sequence-Based Acoustic Noise Reduction of Clinical
MRI Scans
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Purpose: Clinical MRI patients typically experience elevated
acoustic noise levels of 80–110 dB(A). In this study, standard

clinical turbo spin echo (TSE) and gradient echo (GRE)
sequences were optimized for reduced acoustic noise at pre-
served diagnostic image quality.

Methods: The physical sources of acoustic noise generation
in an MRI gradient coil were analyzed. A sequence conversion

algorithm was derived that optimized the gradient time
scheme for an arbitrary MRI sequence, preserving the govern-
ing spin physics. The algorithm was applied to generate

“quiet” versions of standard clinical TSE and GRE sequences.
Results: The first volunteer images indicated that contrast-to-
noise ratio and perceived diagnostic image quality remained

on the same level for the algorithmic optimization. Additional
careful TSE- and GRE-specific protocol adaptions yielded total

acoustic noise reductions of up to 14.4 dB(A) for the TSE and
up to 16.8 dB(A) for the GRE.
Conclusion: A physical sound pressure reduction of 81%

(TSE) and 86% (GRE) for MRI patients was achieved. The
results can be used to render MRI scans more patient-friendly

in clinical practice, particularly for patients who are young,
scared, or elderly. Magn Reson Med 73:1104–1109, 2015.
VC 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

In typical MRI examinations, the patient is exposed to
high levels of acoustic noise. Depending on the scanner
setup and sequence type, more than 110 dB(A) might be
reached (1). These high acoustic noise levels are one of
the main reasons for patient discomfort (2).

Acoustic noise in MRI is caused by several factors (1),
with gradient activity being the most prominent. During
typical MRI examinations, the gradient amplitude and
polarity are switched in sub-milliseconds. Lorentz forces
lead to mechanical vibrations of the gradient coil, which
are coupled into the MRI system (3). The vibrations lead
to sound pressure waves perceived as acoustic noise,

with the patient bore serving as an acoustic membrane
(4).

In the past decades, several approaches have been pre-
sented to minimize acoustic MRI noise associated with
gradient activity (5–12). They can be grouped into
hardware-based and sequence-based approaches.

Hardware solutions mainly aim to minimize the trans-
fer of the mechanical gradient coil vibration to the rest of
the system. Basic implementations include mechanical
dampening and cover optimizations. Furthermore, the
gradient coil can be sealed in a vacuum chamber (13).
Additionally, active noise control systems were investi-
gated (14,15). However, these approaches usually
increase system complexity as well as cost, and in some
cases they reduce patient bore size and effective gradient
performance.

In sequence-based approaches, acoustic noise is
reduced by optimizing the gradient activity and / or
avoiding acoustic resonance frequencies. An optimization
of gradient activity was employed by carefully modifying
the gradient shapes to, for example, sinusoidal shapes (7)
to minimize high acoustic frequencies and by reducing
the applied gradient strength. Sequence-based approaches
generally do not require any hardware changes.

In this study, we focused on a generic sequence-based
approach that considered both the physics of acoustic
noise generation and the conditions imposed by MR spin
physics. As a practical result, a general-purpose sequence
conversion algorithm was derived and applied to clinical
turbo spin echo (TSE) and gradient echo (GRE) prototype
sequences (including spoiled gradient recalled echo).

THEORY

Figure 1 shows the MR system setup and physical quan-
tities related to the generation of acoustic noise. The gra-
dient coil (GC) comprises three layers of independent
coil setups. Each layer produces a dynamic gradient field
component Gj tð Þ in the spatial orthogonal directions
j¼ {x,y,z}. The corresponding coil-driving currents Ik(t)
are generated by gradient amplifiers. The main field mag-
net provides the static field B

!
0 in the patient z-axis

direction.
The interaction between the magnetic field B

!
and the

transient electrical currents I
!

generates Lorentz forces
(16):

F
!/ I

!� B
!
: [1]

Because the magnetic field is mostly directed in the z-
direction and the GC currents Iu are directed in the tan-
gential w direction (Fig. 1), radial Lorentz forces on the
GC dominate. Axial and tangential force components are
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neglected in the following analytical approximation. We
have the radial component

FL;rad / If tð Þ � Bz tð Þ: [2]

with the z-component of the magnetic field given by

Bz tð Þ ¼ jB!0j þ r!G
!

tð Þ ¼ B0 þ xGx tð Þ þ yGy tð Þ þ zGz tð Þ:
[3]

Because the tangential current component Iw;k of each
gradient coil wiring layer k is proportional to the corre-
sponding gradient field Gk and BZ � B0 as the fields cre-
ated by the gradient coils are orders of magnitude
smaller than the static field, Eqs. [2] and [3] lead to the
linear approximation

FL;rad ¼ B0 a1Gx tð Þ þ a2Gy tð Þ þ a3Gz tð Þ
� �

; [4]

for the total radial Lorentz force on the GC with the
system-specific constants a1, a2, a3. This radial Lorentz
force works against the GC’s mechanical stiffness. Thus
the elongation x is proportional to the radial Lorentz
force. Because the sound pressure is approximately pro-
portional to the velocity of the GC’s surface, the resulting
sound pressure is approximately proportional to the time
derivative of the forces, r / _F L;rad.

Eddy currents generated by time-varying magnetic
fields are a second source of Lorentz forces on metallic
surfaces in an MRI system. According to Maxwell’s equa-
tions, eddy currents IE are driven by a voltage propor-
tional to the time-derivative of the magnetic flux and the
Ohmic conductivity of the metallic surface (e.g., the con-
ductors of the RF birdcage coil). We obtain

IE /
d

dt
/ / d

dt
B: [5]

The additional eddy current driven Lorentz force com-
ponent on conductive metallic structures in the MRI is
thus given by

FE /
d

dt
B: [6]

By substituting Eq. [3] and averaging over the GC’s vol-
ume we obtain the approximation

FE ¼ B0 b1
_GxðtÞ þ b2

_GyðtÞ þ b3
_GzðtÞ

� �
; [7]

with the system-specific constants b1, b2, b3. Note that

the Lorentz force (Eq. [4]) is proportional to the transient

gradient amplitudes, whereas the additional eddy cur-

rent–driven Lorentz force (Eq. [7]) on conductive struc-

tures depends on the slew rates (i.e., the time derivatives

of the gradient amplitudes). This creates a second-order

derivate in the sound pressure for the eddy current–

driven Lorentz force on metallic structures, further

emphasizing higher frequency components.
The relative contribution of both sound pressure sour-

ces depends on the actual system setup. Metallic struc-

tures in the body coil, the local coil antennas, and the

patient bed usually define the impact. For a standard

MRI system, below a frequency of 100 Hz, the acoustic

noise is usually dominated by the cold-head activity.

Between 100 and 1000–1500 Hz, the noise generated by

the radial Lorentz force is usually the main contribution

(16). Beyond this range, the eddy current–driven Lorentz

forces generally dominate.
For the scope of this paper, it is important to under-

stand the connection of the force generation given by

Eqs. [4] and [7] and the MRI sequence for typical

sequence gradient building blocks.
In case of a section with constant gradient amplitude,

the corresponding radial Lorentz force (Eq. [4]) is con-
stant and the eddy current–driven Lorentz force (Eq. [7])
vanishes. As a result, no acoustic pressure wave is cre-
ated in the MRI system. As a practical example, the
radial ultra-short echo time sequence PETRA (17) uses
mostly constant gradient amplitudes and exhibits practi-
cally no acoustic noise generation.

In the second case of a trapezoidal gradient shape with
length T, the rising part G (t) 5 SR � t with slew rate SR
leads to a linearly increasing radial Lorentz force and a
constant eddy current–driven Lorentz force. In the
decreasing part, G (t)¼Gmax�SR � t, creates a decreasing
radial Lorentz force and a constant eddy current driven
Lorentz force with opposite sign. An acoustic pressure
wave results at the approximate frequency f¼ 1/T.

In standard clinical MRI sequences, the gradient fields
and force generation are usually not optimized for scan-
ning with low acoustic noise. The available high-
gradient field amplitudes and slew rates of modern MRI
gradient systems are leveraged to enable fast encoding or
spoiling and well-defined spin conditions.

For the target of low acoustic noise “quiet” MRI, how-
ever, it is evident from both the formulas and the above
examples that the gradient amplitudes, slew rates, and
higher-order derivatives should be kept as low as possi-
ble. Natural constraints arise from the timing require-
ments of the sequence, imposed, for example, by the
targeted echo time (TE) and repetition time (TR) and the
associated clinical contrasts. This applies especially to
the minimization of the gradient amplitudes. On the

FIG. 1. MR system setup and quantities related to the generation
of acoustic noise.
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other hand, slew rates and higher orders of time deriva-
tives are usually less affected by this condition and
should be minimized holistically over the complete MRI
sequence.

In the k-space trajectory of the sequence given by

k
!ðtÞ ¼ g

Z t

0

G
!

t0ð Þdt0: [8]

with the constant gyromagnetic ratio g, the gradient
amplitude G

!
corresponds to a k-space velocity and the

slew rate d
dt G
!ðtÞ corresponds to a k-space acceleration.

From this perspective, we need to control and minimize
both k-space trajectory velocities and accelerations in
MRI sequences. In k-space, this reflects rounded paths,
especially between readout sections.

METHODS

For a practical and general-purpose implementation of
the derived minimization criteria, we proposed an algo-
rithm that converts a standard clinical MRI sequence
into an optimized quiet sequence. The core idea of the
algorithm relies on the fact that MRI sequences can be
segmented into two alternating types of time intervals.

The first type of time interval, called KEEP, comprises
radiofrequency (RF) pulse or readout activity. Gradient
activities in KEEP intervals should be left unchanged, as
they would interfere with RF spin signal generation or
readout. Flow compensation gradient intervals also
belong to this type.

The second type of time interval, called CHANGE,
contains gradient activity that can be optimized over the
whole time interval, as only the net spin phase change is
relevant for the MR physics. In the following, t1 and t2
equal the time interval borders and Gorig(t) is the original
gradient time curve. The new gradient curve Gnewt(t)
shall fulfill five interval boundary conditions:

1,2) The altered gradient curve shall be continuous
over the interval borders. This leads to
Gnew(t1) 5 Gorig(t1), Gnew(t2) 5 Gorig(t2).

3,4) The gradient curve should be continuously differ-
entiable to also keep the higher order derivatives small.
We have d/dt Gnew(t1)¼ 0 and d/dt Gnew(t2)¼ 0, as the
gradient curves are constant in the KEEP intervals.

5) The integral of the gradient curve from t1 to t2 shall
equal the original sequence to preserve net spin phase

changes,
Rt2

t1

GnewðtÞdt ¼
Rt2

t1

GorigðtÞdt:

For each time interval of type CHANGE, these five
requirements can be met by a fourth-order spline inter-
polation with five free parameters. As a procedure, the
algorithm

a. takes the gradient, RF, and readout scheme of the
sequence;

b. identifies the boundaries of type KEEP and
CHANGE time intervals according to the RF and
readout activity, as well as marked flow gradient
pulses; and

c. performs a spline interpolation with the above
boundary conditions for each CHANGE phase.

We tested the conversion algorithm on clinical-routine
GRE and TSE sequences. In addition, we performed
slight adaptions to the clinical protocol with the goal to
reduce the slew rates further. These adjustments were
chosen carefully to preserve the diagnostic content of the
image. For the GRE sequence, a clinical T1 three-
dimensional (3D) GRE head protocol with and without
the conversion algorithm was tested using the following
imaging parameters: TE¼4.92 ms; TR¼ 20 ms; flip
angle¼ 25�; matrix¼512�512, field of view¼ 230
mm� 230 mm; acquisition time¼ 5:40 min; slice
thickness¼0.9 mm. For the second step of optimization,
a fast RF-pulse has been selected together with the con-
version algorithm, while all other parameters were left
unchanged. For the TSE sequence, a clinical T2 two-
dimensional (2D) TSE head protocol with and without
the conversion algorithm was tested using the following
imaging parameters: TE¼ 99.5 ms; TR¼ 6000 ms; flip
angle¼ 150�; matrix¼ 512�512, field of view¼ 220 mm
� 220 mm; slice thickness¼4 mm; echo spacing¼ 9.0
ms; bandwidth¼ 220 Hz/pixel; acquisition time¼ 2:06
min. For the second step of optimization, the parameters
TE¼ 104 ms, TR¼ 6100 ms, echo spacing¼ 10.4 ms,
bandwidth¼ 250 Hz/pixel, and acquisition time¼ 2:08
min were used together with the conversion algorithm,
while all other parameters were left unchanged.

In vivo volunteer scans were performed after informed
consent on a MAGNETOM 3T Siemens scanner (Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The contrast-to-noise
ratio (CNR) between tissue A and B was evaluated
according to

CNRAB ¼
jSignalA � SignalBj

SD
; [9]

with the standard deviation measured in an object-free
outer portion of the images. The acoustic noise levels
were obtained with a 2238 Mediator sound level meter
(Brueel & Kjaer GmbH, Bremen, Germany). The micro-
phone was placed in the isocenter of the magnet at the
averaged ear position of the patient. A water phantom
was placed underneath the microphone. The acoustic
spectrum was measured with a Brueel & Kjaer Pulse Sys-
tem (Brueel & Kjaer GmbH, Bremen, Germany).

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows a section of an original and an optimized
clinical 3D GRE sequence to explain the main effects.
First, the algorithm segments the sequence into KEEP
and CHANGE intervals as described above. While gra-
dients in the KEEP intervals are kept unchanged, the gra-
dient shapes in the CHANGE intervals are optimized
with a spline interpolation. This can be seen, for exam-
ple, in the interval between the excitation pulse and the
readout analog-to-digitial conversion (ADC). The zero-
order gradient moment is kept unchanged, and the other
boundary conditions like end and starting point are ful-
filled. The spoiler after the readout as well as phase-
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rewinding gradients are stretched as far as possible to
enable strongly reduced slew rates.

Figure 3 shows in vivo images of the clinical T1 3D
GRE protocol. Figure 3A corresponds to the original clin-
ical sequence given above, and Figure 3B corresponds to
the optimized sequence with identical protocol settings.
For Figure 3C, a faster RF pulse was used to create more
time to spread out the fast gradient pulses after the exci-
tation. The measured acoustic noise levels were 89.0
dB(A) (Fig. 3A), 77.3 dB(A) (Fig. 3B), and 72.2 dB(A)
(Fig. 3C), respectively. The CNRs between gray and
white matter were 108 (Fig. 3A), 110 (Fig. 3B), and 108
(Fig. 3C), respectively. The image data were assessed by
three radiologists for diagnostic content, image noise,
and artifacts. No artifacts or differences in image quality
were observed.

Figure 4 shows volunteer in vivo images acquired with
the clinical T2 2D TSE protocol and optimizations given
above. Using the optimized sequence with identical pro-
tocol parameters (Fig. 4B), acoustic noise decreased from
88.8 to 82.5 dB(A) compared with the nonoptimized
sequence (Fig. 4A). By additionally increasing the echo
spacing and the readout bandwidth, the acoustic noise
could be reduced to 74.4 dB(A) (Fig. 4C). The CNRs
between gray matter and cerebrospinal fluid are 289 (Fig.

4A), 284 (Fig. 4B), and 238 (Fig. 4C). The image data
were analyzed by three radiologists for diagnostic con-
tent, image noise, and artifacts. No artifacts and no dif-
ferences in image quality were observed due to the large
CNR budget of the original image.

Figure 5 schematically explains the changes and the
impact of the protocol changes on the gradients in read-
out and slice directions. The free induction decay spoil-
ing moments stay constant, but gradient slew rates in
this area can be decreased dramatically, as the spoiling
moment fits into the ramp of the gradient pulse. Addi-
tionally, more time is available for the phase-encoding
blips, and lower slew rates are also possible in the
phase-encoding direction. Additionally, edges of the gra-
dients are smoothed by the conversion algorithm.

The measured acoustic spectra of the T2 2D TSE
sequences with and without optimization are compared
in Figure 6. Note that the two scans have identical proto-
col settings.

DISCUSSION

In the example scans with algorithmically optimized gra-
dients and identical protocol settings shown in Figures
3A and 3B and Figures 4A and 4B, the acoustic noise
could be reduced by 11.7 dB(A) in the GRE scan and 6.3
dB(A) in the TSE scan, which corresponds to a reduction
of sound pressure by 74% and 52%, respectively.
Because all protocol parameters were kept constant,
practically no changes were observed in image quality,
and particularly CNR behavior.

In a second optimization step reflected by the results
in Figure 3C and Figure 4C, we applied changes to the
initial protocol to further reduce the slew rates. These
protocol changes were chosen carefully in order not to
change the contrast or diagnostic content of the images.
Therefore, we limited changes of timing parameters to
below 10%.

For GRE sequences, timing is critical due to the in-
phase and opposed-phase conditions. Thus, in many
protocols, echo times have to be kept constant. In order
to create time for gradient ramps, we used an excitation
pulse with higher bandwidth and a slightly increased
readout bandwidth. For Figure 3C, an additional 5.1
dB(A) noise reduction compared with the algorithmically
optimized unchanged protocol could be obtained. A total

FIG. 2. Section of a sequence diagram of a clinical 3D GRE

sequence. The nonoptimized original is shown by dashed lines
and the algorithmically optimized adaption by solid lines. The

KEEP and CHANGE intervals are indicated in the top row with K
(KEEP) and C (CHANGE).

FIG. 3. T1-weighted 3D GRE volunteer images using (A) the clinical routine implementation, (B) the identical protocol with optimized gra-

dients, and (C) an optimized sequence with slight protocol adaptions. Images have identical windowing. The acoustic noise levels are
(A) 89.0 dB(A), (B) 77.3 dB(A), and (C) 72.2 dB(A).
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acoustic noise reduction of 16.8 dB(A) is achieved in
this case. This corresponds to a reduction of sound pres-
sure by 86%.

For the TSE sequence results in Figures 4B and 4C,
slew rates can be further lowered by using longer echo
spacings and higher pulse or readout bandwidths. As in
the GRE sequence, we limited the changes to specific
protocol parameters to 10%. Acoustic noise could be
reduced by another 8.1 dB(A) compared with the opti-
mized sequence with unchanged protocol, resulting in a
total noise reduction of 14.4 dB(A), which corresponds
to a reduction of sound pressure by 81%.

From Figure 6, it can be seen that not only the abso-
lute acoustic noise level, but also the characteristic of
the acoustic noise spectrum changes. Due to the smooth-
ing of gradients, high acoustic frequencies are mini-
mized. This results in a deeper overall sound
impression, which might additionally render the scan
more comfortable for the patient.

Note that the standard clinical sequences also employ
high slew rates to enable well-defined encoding and
spoiling of spins in volumes affected by blood flow. As
the sequence optimization algorithm reduces gradient
slew rates resulting in longer encoding or spoiling times,
differences in flow characteristics might occur in some
cases. In the measured set of volunteer head examination
images, no differences were observed.

In comparison to previously investigated sequence-
based approaches, the algorithm does not require a man-

ual adaption of the sequence, ensuring an automatic
preservation of spin physics. The spline interpolation
enables an optimized gradient curve regardless of timing
constraints.

CONCLUSION

Acoustic noise in clinical MRI scans is mainly due to
Lorentz forces on the gradient coil system. We imple-
mented a general-purpose algorithm to optimize gradient
slew rates holistically over the time course of an arbi-
trary MRI sequence. It automatically subdivided the time
scheme of the sequence into KEEP and CHANGE inter-
vals. KEEP intervals were marked by pulse, ADC, or flow
compensation gradient activity; the intermittent time
intervals were CHANGE intervals. Five boundary condi-
tions preserving the continuity and slope of the gradient
curves at the interval borders and the net spin phase
changes were established. A fourth-order spline was
used as a smooth substitution for gradient time curves in
the CHANGE intervals. We applied the algorithm to typi-
cal clinical T1 3D GRE and T2 2D TSE sequences.
Acoustic noise reductions of 11.7 dB(A) and 6.3 dB(A)
were observed for the GRE and TSE sequences, respec-
tively. Additional protocol optimizations yielded typical

FIG. 4. T2-weighted 2D TSE volunteer images using (A) the clinical routine implementation, (B) the identical protocol with optimized gra-
dients, and (C) an optimized sequence with slight protocol adaptions. Images have identical windowing. The measured acoustic noise
levels are (A) 88.8 dB(A), (B) 82.5 dB(A), and (C) 74.4 dB(A).

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the TSE sequence with original
(dashed line) and slightly changed protocol (solid line). By increas-

ing the readout bandwidth and keeping all other parameters con-
stant, more time is generated for the free induction decay spoiler

and the spoiling moments fit within the gradient ramps.

FIG. 6. Measured acoustic spectra without (solid line) and with

(dashed line) optimization of the T2-weighted 2D TSE sequence
from Figures 4A and 4B. All protocol parameters (TE, TR, resolu-

tion, etc.) were identical for both scans.
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total acoustic noise reductions of 16.8 dB(A) and 14.4
dB(A), respectively. This corresponded to a reduction of
sound pressure of 86% and 81%, respectively.

For the GRE image set, no relevant changes in CNR
were observed, and no artifacts were encountered. The
TSE images showed no visible degradation in CNR for
the algorithmic optimization. The further protocol opti-
mization reduced the CNR without affecting clinical
diagnostic value. Note that specific sequences and proto-
cols relying on maximum slew rates might not benefit
from the approach to this high extent (e.g., EPI-based
protocols and fast and high-resolution 2D GRE protocols
with in-phase echoes at high field strengths). The results
indicate that a substantial reduction of acoustic MRI
noise by means of both generic algorithmic sequence
optimization and careful protocol optimization can be
achieved.
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